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Decades of conservation gains in KwaZulu Natal’s marine protected areas, is being 

threatened by a spike in illegal fishing and poaching. This, despite South Africa being in 

lockdown due to the COVID-19 pandemic. But some good work is being done by volunteers 

to address this… 

Although there is currently more monitoring along the coastline, it did not stop two alleged poachers 

from harvesting a huge number of mussels on Pelican Island in Richards Bay this week. 

The two alleged poachers were nabbed red-handed by the North Coast Anti-Poaching team and 

found to have more than 1000 mussels in their possession. They will be criminally charged. 

North Coast Anti-Poaching is a volunteer organisation that relies on support from the public.  

https://www.fishingindustrynewssa.com/author/finsa-reporter/
https://i2.wp.com/www.fishingindustrynewssa.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Gill-nets-confiscated.jpg?fit=1200%2C893&ssl=1
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Coastal monitoring contract 

Four years ago, at the end of July 2016, the Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife marine coastal monitoring 

contract with the (then) Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (DAFF), came to an end. 

It was inexplicably not renewed despite the good results it had achieved halting fisheries monitoring 

fishing activity along the KZN coastline. It also ended 32 years of the National Marine Linefish System 

monitoring.  

In doing so it opened the door to rampant marine poaching and many such incidents have since 

been documented.  

Last year, the SA Association for Marine Biological Research (SAAMBR) released statistics on fishing 

in KZN.  Of the 1049 fishermen who agreed to be polled, 46% admitted taking undersized fish, while 

9% said they had fished in protected areas. 

Disturbing developments 

The increase in monitoring activity has had an impact despite several disturbing incidents in the 

latter half of 2019.This includes the vandalism of several vehicles owned by fishermen at Salt Rock, 

and the recovery of poached species including prawns, oysters and mussels. 

In a second incident in the same month, a Salt Rock businessman offered a R10000 reward for 

information that would lead to the arrest of the Thompson’s Bay tidal pool poachers. This related to 

the plundering of parrot fish in the marine protected area. 

Activity at night 

Concerned members of the public had previously reported numerous sightings of poaching at the 

local tidal pools. This took place mostly at night. Tidal Tao’s Michelle Morris told the North Coast 

Courier at the time: “We need to do something as a community.”  She said the tidal pools were 

visited by hundreds of bathers each month due to their rich and diverse marine ecosystems. They 

need to be preserved for future generations to enjoy. 

Which is why the anonymous businessman, offered a reward.                                                                 

 “Our marine life needs to be protected. What happened to these parrot fish is shocking and we 

need to respond with urgency,” he said. 
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More volunteer monitoring 

With monitoring activity clearly, a priority, another group of volunteers has also stepped into the 

gap. 

The Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife/Enseleni Anti-Poaching Unit is a group of volunteers which also relies on 

funding from the public.  

On many occasions they have worked with the Department of Environment, Forestry and Fisheries, 

and local security company members. 

One such case was in February 2020 when the authorities were successful in recovering a massive 

haul of various marine species. These included barracuda, stumpie, kingfish, perch, grunter, mullet, 

pinkie, tilapia, razor bellies, moony and prawns. 

They also confiscating various items including 10 boats, 12 gill nets, knives and a money trap. Three 

boats sank and seven were burned during the operation. 

Gill nets 

A lot of their work has been to destroy metres and metres of gillnets from dams, lagoons and 

estuaries. This illegal practice has been disputed by many fishers and hasn’t stopped poachers from 

throwing hundreds of metres of these nets across large water bodies, catching everything in their 

wake. The environmental legislation against this practice is clear, but when it comes to enforcing 

the law, authorities fall short.  

Then read these articles: 

Conclusion 

In the scheme of things there doesn’t appear to be as much focus on marine poaching activity as 

there is on the poaching of rhino in KwaZulu Natal. Perhaps it has something to do with the 

promulgation of 22 new marine protected areas, four of which are in KwaZulu Natal. 

As Bruce Mann, a Durban-based senior researcher with the South African Association for Marine 

Biological Research, is noted to have said: 
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“The best method of ensuring marine conservation is to have protected areas.” 

                                             …………………………………. 

 


